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Review of acp-2014-571, “Lifted Temperature Minimum during the atmospheric
evening transition” by E. Blay-Carreras et al.

General:

This article describes careful tower observations of small-scale Lifted Temperature Min-
ima (LTM) during BLLAST. These occurred at about 10 cm height above the ground
during the evening transition in rather calm conditions. There is however some wind
(1-2 m/s at 2m, Figure 4) and weak turbulence (Figure 6). The article is well-written and
quite useful in presenting observations around this interesting but rare phenomenon.
What I missed was the presentation of the observed moisture profiles. These are im-
portant input for radiation codes, e.g. for modellers who would like to try and simulate
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the observed cases.

Specific comments:

When looking at the potential temperature profiles, especially those of Tower 2 of Fig-
ure 2, one gets the impression that above the LTM at about 10 cm there is actually
a temperature maximum in every case at about 20-30 cm height, and that the LTM
could here be in fact the side-result of this sharp maximum being temporarily created
into the otherwise normal evolution toward an inversion caused by the rapid cooling
of the ground (Figure 8). The maximum could be driven e.g. by the strong radiative
warming from 0 to about 50-70 cm above a rapidly cooling surface (Edwards 2009a,b,
Savijarvi 2006, 2014) being temporally dominating at 20-30 cm over turbulent cooling,
which gets strong and dominating only in the lowest 10-15 cm or so under fairly calm
conditions (see the references above). This is open to discussion, of course.
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